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Preparation
Setting:
- Ca. 4 hour live workshop
- 4-8 team members (incl key decisionmakers) + facilitator and note taker
- Take place around the table on which the material is laid out. A large screen can be helpful to show this manual with the steps to take.
- It is recommended to plan an informal moment after wrapping up the workshop. Have a drink and some bites and debrief together.
Goal:
The goal is translate the local analysis into an integral local strategy, align the project team and distribute tasks and responsibilities for
successful and sustainable implementation.
Summary:
Start by going back to the local analysis and the project outline canvas you already made. We take our main goals and define where our
success depends on other stakeholders and what drives those stakeholders. We add opportune existing initiatives and other starting
points. Then we sketch the first outlines for our strategy based on a set of action lines, always trying to hit as many birds possible with one
stone. We highlight the first actions to take immediately. At the end of the workshop we distribute tasks, responsibilities and budgets.
Material needed:
- A0 size map of the area (project area + a bit of the surrounding context)
- Filled in ‘Project Outline Canvas”, printed on A0
- 2 x Empty Strategy Canvas (7-layer model), printed on A0
- A4 hardcopy of this booklet and/or digital version on large screen
- 4 different colours of post-its + enough pens
Preparation needed:
- Appoint a facilitator for the workshop and agree on who takes notes
- Make integral analysis of the neighbourhood and summarise findings in “Project Outline Canvas”
- Make an inventory of existing plans and visions in your organisation (incl other departments) and in the area (is part of your analysis)
- Make an inventory of local events, networks, initiatives, platforms (is part of your analysis)
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Step 1: Analysis “Project Outline Canvas”
Take the Project Outline Canvas that you filled in, ideally together.
Have a look at it together and allow for a round of questions. Is everybody familiar with this canvas and most of all its content? Are there
questions? Is anything missing on the canvas? Make sure you have a clear and shared understanding of this project outline as it is the
basis on which you will build your local strategy. We will show the example canvases from Amstel III here:

project outline canvas

Existing local qualities:

a lot of (under-used) green and water
................................................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................

Important attention points:

social
security (in evening)
................................................................................................
boringness,
lack of agency
................................................................................................
lack
of community & cohesion
................................................................................................

stakeholder group::

local shops, cafes, ...
key interests::
maximise revenues
attract new
customers
relevant topics:

stakeholder group::

companies / office tenants
key interests::
run business, happy staff
represent
brand
relevant topics:
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stakeholder group::

key interests::

existing networks & channels:

ingredients local narrative & message:

make it green and nice and liveable
ADD GLAMOUR TO THE BORINGNESS

key interests::

realise project
make
money
relevant
topics:

citizens

liveability, safety
social
vibrancy
relevant topics:

creative hub
business association

project developers

................................................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................

stakeholder group::
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stakeholder group::

utility companies
key interests::
optimise operations
long-term
resilience
relevant topics:

vacancy program
project/issue/location:

social
security
station area

stakeholder group::

property owners
key interests::
solve vacancy
increase
ROI
relevant topics:
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project/issue/location:

add public
amenities
(cafes, etc)

urban design
specific experts;

Amstel
III
................................................................................................
Project team:

person
1
................................................................................................
person
2
................................................................................................
person
3
................................................................................................
................................................................................................
................................................................................................

transform
vacant
buildings

project/issue/location:

less
asphalt/parking
more green

project/issue/location:

5

energy efficiency buildings
available data & sources:
air pollution noise levels
modal split mobility
ground lease
vacancy map

unemployment

retail policy

internal department:

social affairs
economic
affairs
specific experts;

!
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ownership

internal department:

infrastructure
sustainability
specific experts;
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stakeholder group::

transport / infra companies
key interests::
optimise operations
attract new
customers
relevant topics:

project/issue/location:

local topics:
biodiversity & green spaces
height regulations
local topics:
social cohesion & inclusion
zoning law
local topics:
local economy & employment
FSI
soil & piping
tree types

internal department:

Project name:

project/issue/location:

internal department:

arts & culture

Project goals:

transform
into mixed-use
................................................................................................
strong
local coalitions
................................................................................................
liveability
on long term
................................................................................................

specific experts;
internal department:

land policy
specific experts;
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Your main interests:

3

realise
ca 10.000 houses
................................................................................................
stop
vacancy
& deterioration
................................................................................................
.....
................................................................................................
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Step 2: Copy project goals

physical
interventions

community
engagement

branding
pr

transform
vacant
buildings
less asphalt
and parking,
more green

transform area
into
mixed-use
strong local
coalitions

coalitions
governance

financial
models

spatial plans
designs

liveability
also on
long term

add public
amenities
(cafes, etc)

tooling
tech

orgware

hardware

software

Take your main project goals (bottom right) and the key topics and issues for the short, middle and long term and put them on the right
side of the 7-layer model. The exact position is not so important yet, just put them more or less in the right order. Also put them in the
relevant layer: so community goals in the software, building transformations in the hardware, etcetera. Some goals may be related or
even combined into one goal, make smart combinations where opportune. Make a round to check if you are complete before continuing.

timeline
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Step 3: Spot external dependencies

branding
pr
community
engagement
physical
interventions
spatial plans
designs

liveability
also on
long term

add public
amenities
(cafes, etc)
property
owners

municipality

transform
vacant
buildings
less asphalt
and parking,
more green

property
owners

transform area
into
mixed-use
strong local
coalitions

property
owners

coalitions
governance

financial
models

business
owners
(cafes, shops)

tooling
tech

orgware

hardware

software

Add the different stakeholders or stakeholder groups you need to achieve these goals. One stakeholder (group) can come back several
times for different goals. This will help you later to spot interesting lines between the different actions and goals. If possible, write
down the key interests (pains & gains) of each stakeholder (group) in relation to the goals. Also draw arrows where these stakeholders
somehow depend on each other in achieving them.

timeline
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Step 4: Existing initiatives & prioritised actions

branding
pr
community
engagement
physical
interventions
spatial plans
designs

hardware

software

Add existing initiatives, events and networks that can serve as potential starting points for your strategy. Also add the prioritised
challenges, actions from your project outline canvas, like collecting missing data, validating assumptions with key stakeholders, etcetera.
These are all potential starting points. Some may be combined into one compact starting point, for example validating assumptions
about owners during a vacancy program meeting. Make it broad: even a small or far-fetched starting point can kickstart serious change.

boring,
lack of
community
& cohesion
creative
hub
social
security
station area

financial
models
coalitions
governance

validate
assumptions
property
owners

municipality

transform
vacant
buildings
less asphalt
and parking,
more green

property
owners

transform area
into
mixed-use
strong local
coalitions

property
owners

tooling
tech

orgware

business
association

liveability
also on
long term

add public
amenities
(cafes, etc)
property
owners

quality
green

vacancy
program

business
owners
(cafes, shops)

timeline
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Step 5: Make first connections

branding
pr
community
engagement
physical
interventions
spatial plans
designs

hardware

software

Make a round: can you spot interesting connections or overlaps, where you feel you can create a strategic action line? Maybe the same
stakeholder group that comes back in very different topics on short, middle and long term could be connected to build up the relation
and collaboration over time. Or a specific location comes back in many topics, which can be an interesting leading principle to build
actions around and scale and spread from there. If these lines are not yet clear, you need a few more steps to reveal or create them.

boring,
lack of
community
& cohesion
creative
hub
social
security
station area

financial
models
coalitions
governance

validate
assumptions
property
owners

municipality

transform
vacant
buildings
less asphalt
and parking,
more green

property
owners

transform area
into
mixed-use
strong local
coalitions

property
owners

tooling
tech

orgware

business
association

liveability
also on
long term

add public
amenities
(cafes, etc)
property
owners

quality
green

vacancy
program

business
owners
(cafes, shops)

timeline
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Step 6: Sketch ongoing action lines

branding
pr
community
engagement
physical
interventions
spatial plans
designs

hardware

software

Brainstorm about actions that you can take to create stategic ongoing lines in the area. It is important to make a round to ask everybody
in the workshop to come up with their ideas. For example; traditionally a marketeer may be mostly involved later in a project but his or
her creative communication skills may be essential in kickstarting the whole process as well. Utilise the different expertises in the group
to build on each other’s suggestions, further strengthening and enriching them, hitting even more birds (goals) with one stone (action).

boring,
lack of
community
& cohesion
creative
hub
social
security
station area

guerrilla
actions
public space

add public
amenities
(cafes, etc)
targeted
actions
public space

business
association

validate
assumptions
property
owners
ongoing
stakeholder
conversations

upgrade
marketing
for whole area

business
owners
(cafes, shops)

thematic
workshops

financial
models
coalitions
governance
tooling
tech

social
media

quality
green

vacancy
program

orgware

local
campaign:
glamour
manifest

keep everybody
updated
(newsletters)

property
owners
co-design
new future
vision

keep growing
local
community

upgrade
placemaking
& events

building
transformation
& new
developments

less asphalt
and parking,
investments
green
stakeholders
publicmore
space,
municipality
as partners
green, station
& sponsors
property
owners
intensify
collaboration
(gov models)

liveability
also on
long term

transform
vacant
buildings
property
owners

transform area
into
mixed-use
strong local
coalitions

build local
database

timeline
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Step 7: Define your first steps

branding
pr
community
engagement

social
media,
website, etc

pop-up
social
events

physical
interventions

local
campaign:
glamour
manifest

reach out
to press

guerrilla
actions
public space

financial
models

spatial plans
designs

draw attention
to key
locations

coalitions
governance

ongoing
stakeholder
conversations

collect input
visions & ideas
for area

timeline

keep everybody
updated
(newsletters)

business
model:
annual
contributions

build local
database

tooling
tech

orgware

hardware

software

Based on this strategy, you can finetune the first year. Take a new canvas and fill in the timeline. Which actions from your strategy
can you prioritise and can you refine them into more precise steps? Then collectively define at least three actions you can start with
straightaway, without being dependent on external commitments, permits or budgets. The size of these steps depends on the area,
there is no right or wrong. Make a last round to check if everybody agrees with this and recognises their own interests in this plan.

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec
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Step 8: Team, responsibilities & budgets
- Take photographs of both canvases to distribute with the notes
- The project leader will be responsible for monitoring the integrality and the progress in the strategy.
- Define who is responsible for specific action lines or even individual actions. In large and complex projects you may want to appoint
action line leads (coming from the department with the strongest interest in the related goals)
- Estimate resources needed per action line (time, space, expertise, budget)
- Weigh the resources needed per action line with our shared interests when it succesfully achieves all goals as planned
- Maybe you need to bring in budgets from different departments to create one integral strategy budget. Agree on distribution (%) among
the different departments (for example on how big or small their interest is in the success)
- Agree on the first concrete actions, appoint the rsponsible people and make agreements for deadlines or follow-up meetings.. Make sure
everybody distills their own actions for their own planning. Take good notes here.
- Plan regular meet-ups with the whole team to discuss overall progress, updates on new insights and developments and proposals on new
opportunities and actions (for example every six weeks, but this depends per area and per project phase)
- Agree on an easy and centralised platform to exchange updates and info in-between meet-ups (Slack is a very handy tool for this, but
there are more options). Make sure everybody stays updated and you have a shared database.
- Agree on decision-making mandates for each action line lead. Of course you meet and discuss regularly, but the action line lead needs
the trust and freedom to act fast and flexibly responding to changes or opportunities popping up in the area. It also ensures ownership and
accountability within this highly integral and cross-disciplinary way of working. If you fail to do this, you run the risk that nobody is really
responsible and actions fall in-between departments and people.
- Share notes with all attendees and plan the next workshop
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